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Laser hair removal is going from strength to strength both in

t terns of its effectiveness and its popularity . We take a look at
recent developments . . .

Hairremova showng no signs of going anywhere
of its popularity as a treatment The Mary' days

the Seventies are not looking like they wiP any tree
soon , and in fact more people are opt to go even
wth their removal . wth the Bradian and the Hollywood
becoming the norm as a preferred bikini look . some

sod of hair removal treatment Is a must for every salon - and

the great news is that the tee is gaily better and

delivering exceilent results.

Waxing still remains a popular method of profewicnal nal
removal and recent innovations have made this treatment

oven more cornkxlable and etfectrve than ever belOre . But an

are opting for a permanent
solution - and laser is delivering results on virtualy

everyone thanks to advarces technelegY.

IPL prockex energy to disrupt the growth cycle
hair foveae without damaging

. but produces a single wavelerx3M of vain a
concentrated beim specitemity targeting metaniri in the

hair . In comparison . PL produces a bread spectrum of

wavelengths at a variety of depths . Because it works on the
melanin in some Ight-based treatments may

be suitable for very tar or grey hair - some technology

spocificaly developed these trickier hair types check

system carefuly

There are laser technologies out there - but what do

they mean? neoranorite Laser is used to treat
to rod-toned skin with rnacium to coarse dark .

YAG 11064 rum) is used to treat darker tyres
coarse hair Arotrer common system is Diode Law

800-810 nm) , which is used to to mid-toned skin

as well as dark fine hair It you area therapist looking to
invest a new system essential to into what your
system can do . Remember that can be

used for number treatments anti-ageing and

hyperpigmentatien but it you intend on using your machinery
primarily hair reduction check that it produce the
results on as many skin and hair types as - or at least

the maionty of dientele.

For elective hair removal and reduction using laser a course

of treatments is always reccnvnended , as heir goes through
several stages n its lifetime . Light-based systems

destroy the of the hars r the growth phase - but for

Mat weedy In the
'ate phases their Ve cycle the

folides May not be destroyed and the Naos has*

In any session , the technology will only be successful on a

percentage Of hairs usualy abOut 15 per Mint at a tone.

purely because those tiara are in the growth phase

The optimum time for marketing laser tear removal is in the

winter - and there' s a good reason for thus . For most

people . perrenent hair reduction takes several treatments

over many weeks to see lasting results . While havng the
treatment , its recommended that you don' t go on a sun

( use sunbeds) because light-based treatments work

the melanin rar - and it may be attracted by the
melanin on skn instead . therefore wealming the effect
on the . genera . tne paler the skim the better when it
comes to light-based hair removal Thus may not be applicable
on more advanced systems so again . your

chosen system recommends

Probably the biggest and most recent rnovatIon

industry been the mostly of pioneered by
Quanta Systems n its Thunder MT system as Sarah 4cNuty.

Framer at Advanced Esthetics the
dstributors Quanta Systems technology in the UK and

Ireland , ekpans
'

found that Diode am easy to operate
for therapists these can' t give results for all hair types . s

not a comfortable treatment One hair and It can' t treat

vascular lesions or the body - so it' quite Selective in terms of

treatments it can do We also found that can' esolate the

wavelengths you want with the Dodo very passive

So with all this In mnd . we updated our technology
otter nixed which means we apply two . pure

wavelengths to the place treated - these wavelengths
are Atexandute and Nd YAG Itemise Ws ,

wavelength s a lot more powerful and a kit more specific
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For the customer , means cure treatments faster results and can treat all skin

types . We' re finding that even light . achieves a 5e-60%% reduction This also

gets great results on hormonal hair the face , which can be quite tough.

-This mow] technology is also ideal other treatments as treatment blue veins . which

to treat with just alone mixing the tedinoogies is getting great
results . we can remove them within one treatment The of techncloges aso allows us to

photo-eii Nenation facials ir just 15 mnutes

an increasing number of people are
opting for a more permanent solution -
and laser is delivering incredible results"

Lead the way
There are several excellent laser hair removal systems
out there - here are just a few that caught our eye.

both laser and Selective Waveband Technology (SWT) .
Elhcse avows therapists a wide range of

aesthetic and dermatologic procedures a single . versatile
machine . Treatments can Performed with a : VAG
and 1550 laser , eght dttemot SWT applicators

selectee small and large spot appliCators The large
600 applicator combined with speed

enables trAback hair removal in less thantanminutes.

Ellipse: + 44 (0) 208 741 1111

The Cuello MT from Lyman combines and
delivers simultaneous emission both a true
Alexandra° 755nm laser and Ncl ,YAG
laser - both considered the gold standard lasers

Far removal en skin types 1-6 . This makes
this palicular model exceptionally good at

treating and coloured hairs especially
on the lace.

Lynton Lasers: + 44 ( 0) 1477 538 977
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Duetto MT EVO laser combines two lase wavelengths (755 and 1064 nm)
a single emiSaion prograrnmab' , pulse and stable
seances to increase the treatment' s salety and effectiveness . Cuottc MT EVO

performs largest range of hat . as wed as vascular and
refuvervition treatments . Due to the wavelength and pulse Mixed TechnOogy.

MT EVO allows Operator to dOuble wavelength ,

using Simultaneous sequential pulses that can be ade sted accenting to toe

Advanced Esthetics Solutions: + 44 29 2023 1228

Venus Velocity from Concept uses

proven efficacy dode laser tecenology
and a real-time cooling system to provide

and profitable
reduction . Velocity provickr the optimal

balance between Itgh energy absorption 01
melanin chromophores and deep penetration

the skin . making it sale and ettectrie

skin types , tanned skin . Thrno

intercnangeable tipS lit seamlessly onto the

Igetweight ardniece . the mod for

replacement parts multiple applicators Ptis

the two modes ot operation - pi and slide -
allow for versatility

Venue Concept 444 (0) 208 748 2221

The Thunder MT system Irani aranta Systems bends
Aiexandnle and Nd :YAG to outstanding resuts in a wioe

treatments from cite maChne . The system uses both

gold standard wavelengths In simultaneous , and

singular modes , deponding on the treatment a your

needs . Optiscan allows tor serni autoMaLC treatment
wide areas which makes the qiiid

effective . Thunder is for hair removal on at skin
types vascular lesions , skn reir . pgroentation and

onyc

Advanced Esthetics Solutions: 44 (0) 29 2023 1228
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